
  
  

  

Impact-Makers   to   Watch™   NOMINATION   GUIDE   
  

Since   2016,    the   Impact-Makers   to   Watch   Award   list   has   focused   a   spotlight   on   more   than   150   
civic-minded   individuals   who   are   making   a   positive   impact   in   their   neighborhoods   and   are   expected   to   
take   their   leadership   and   contributions   to   new   heights   in   the   year   to   come.     
  

The   Impact-Makers   to   Watch   designation   provides   a   platform   for   leaders   and   change   agents   to   
publicize   their   work   and   participate   in   the   Impact-Makers   to   Watch   cohort.   Cohort   members   are   invited   
to   exclusive   collaboration   events   where   ideas   and   initiatives   are   shared   and   refined,   and   emerge   more   
effective.     

  
Civic-minded   and   community-oriented   individuals   nominate   leaders,   doers,   and   innovators   who   are   on   
their   way   to   achieving   notable   results   in   the   coming   year.   Nominations   are   accepted   on   the   
Impact-Makers   to   Watch    Nomination   Form    and   are   reviewed   by   a   panel   of   civic   leaders.   Honorees   are   
announced   at   the   Annual   Impact-Makers   to   Watch   reception,   which   will   be   virtual   this   year   due   to   the   
impact   of   COVID19   on   public   gatherings.   

Nominations   must   be   received   by   5pm   Pacific   Time   on   December   15,   2020.     

Nominee   Evaluation   Criteria   
The   nominations   for   the   2021   Impact-Makers   To   Watch   Awards   will   be   judged   for   their   excellence   in   
service,   leadership,   and   impact   combined   with    foundational   work   to   make   a   positive   impact   in   Los   
Angeles.    
  

The   award   is   given   to   individuals   only— not   an   organization,   pair,   or   group .   Past   honorees   are   not   
eligible   to   receive   the   award   again.   ( See   past   Impact-Makers   To   Watch   here. )   
  

Via   the   nomination   application,   the   nominee   should   demonstrate   that   in   2021,   they   will   continue   to   
excel   and   make   an   impressive   impact   in   their   community.   The   nominee   may   be   just   starting   out   or   have   
a   career   of   making   an   impact.   The   work   they’re   doing   should   be   focused   in   Los   Angeles,   as   defined   by   
the   county   limits.     
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Anyone   doing   work   in   service   to   others   or   the   community   at   large   is   eligible   to   be   nominated.   Nominees   
can   be   volunteers,   advocates,   government   employees,   board   members,   staff   members,   elected   
officials,   appointed   officials,   or   self-selected   from   the   business,   nonprofit,   community,   or   public   sector.     
    

When   you   nominate   a   candidate,   you   must   select   just   one   of   the   12   award   categories.   If   an   individual   is   
nominated   by   someone   else   for   a   different   category   and   they   are   determined   by   the   selection   panel   to   
be   an   honoree,   the   nominee   will   only   be   recognized   as   a   winner   in   one   category.   
  

Each   nomination   is   evaluated   based   on   the   answers   to   four   prompts:     
  

1. Summary   Nomination:    In   150   words   or   less,   tell   us   what   makes   this   individual   an   
Impact-Maker   to   Watch?   This   answer   is   a   summary   of   how   the   nominee   meets   the   Award   
Criteria.   Your   answer   will   be   used   as-is   in   printed   and   digital   materials,   so   make   sure   you   would   
want   people   to   read   it.   
  

2. Past   Success:    Tell   us   about   three   of   the   individual's   accomplishments   that   exemplify   the   work   
of   an   Impact-Maker   to   Watch.   This   is   an   opportunity   to   illustrate   the   effectiveness   of   the   
nominee’s   leadership,   vision,   and   ability   to   execute.     
  

3. Projected   Projects:    Impact-Makers   have   or   are   set   to   release   plans   for   how   they   will   make   a   
difference   in   the   coming   year.   What   have   they   been   working   on   that   will   really   see   results   in   
2021?   If   they   are   laying   the   groundwork   for   2025   or   2028,   this   might   not   be   the   year   for   them.   
What   will   2021   hold   for   them?   
  

4. Impact   Forecast:    Who   will   benefit   from   the   Impact-Maker’s   work   in   2021?   Who   is   the   target   
demographic,   where   do   they   live,   and   how   many   people   will   be   impacted?   A   deeper   impact   to   
fewer   individuals   can   be   just   as   valuable   as   more   simple   impacts   for   large   groups   of   people.     

Award   Categories   
Up   to   three   honorees   will   be   selected   in   each   category:    
  

Arts   and   Culture :   Advocating   for   visual   and   performative   expressions   that   help   innovate,   reimagine   
and   transform   the   arts   and   cultural   sphere   toward   success.   
  

Early   Childhood   Development:    Advancing   high-quality   early   learning,   child   development,   and   
promoting   health   and   opportunity   for   all   children   from   birth   through   age   eight.   
  

Economic   Development :   Advancing   opportunity   and   prosperity   for   communities   by   fostering   the   
growth   of   well-paying   jobs   in   key   industries   and   preparing   communities   for   opportunities.     
  

Education :   Leading   to   improve   education   for   any   stage   of   learning   from   early   education   to   higher   
education   and   beyond.     
  

Government   Service :   Leading   civic   agencies   and   offices   in   serving   constituents   and   engaging   the   
public   in   policies   that   benefit   communities.     
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Homeless   Services :   Providing   services   to   our   unhoused   neighbors   through   advocacy,   philanthropy,   or   
public   policy.     
  

Job   Training/Workforce   Development :   Creating   job   training   and   career   opportunities   to   build   a   strong   
and   committed   workforce,   sustainable   neighborhoods,   and   economic   stability   throughout   Los   Angeles   
communities.   
  

Mobility :   Working   to   utilize   urban   planning   and   policy   advocacy   to   champion   mobility   justice   within   
transportation   equity   policy   and   planning.   
  

Resilience   Building :   Working   to   increase   community   resilience   and   connectivity   in   advance   of   
catastrophic   events   to   save   lives   and   reduce   recovery   costs   through   community   engagement,   regional   
collaboration,   reducing   resident   vulnerability,   or   capacity   building   for   staff   and   elected   officials.   
  

Sustainability :   Integrating   environmental   health,   social   equity,   and   economic   vitality   in   order   to   create   
thriving,   healthy,   diverse,   and   resilient   communities.   
  

Youth   Advocacy/Services :   Ensuring   well   being   and   a   bright   future   for   young   people   in   our   
communities   through   academic,   athletic,   or   civic   excellence.     
  

Other :   If   the   nominee   doesn’t   fit   into   a   category   above,   explain   why   they   should   be   included.     

Completing   The   Nomination   Process   
When   you   have   completed   your   responses   to   the   questions,   agreed   to   the   terms   and   conditions,   and   
submitted   your   nomination   through   the   Google   Form,   you   will   be   taken   to   a   confirmation   page   that   will   
include   a   link   directing   you   to   Stratiscope’s   PayPal   to   pay   applicable   nomination   fees.   Nominations   
submitted   will   not   be   reviewed   by   the   IMTW   Steering   Committee   until   nomination   fees   are   paid.     
  

Once   nominators   submit   nomination   and   the   registration   fee   is   paid,   within   24   hours,   they   will   receive   
an   email   confirmation   if   the   application   is   complete.   Upon   successful   completion,   nominees   will   be   
notified   that   they   were   nominated   and   by   whom.     
  

The   committee   will   meet   the   last   weeks   of   December.   Honorees   will   be   notified   in   early   January.   All   
nominators   and   nominees   will   be   notified   after   honorees   are   determined.     

Nomination   Fee   
Each   application   is   required   to   be   accompanied   by   a   $40   nomination   fee,   which   covers   the   costs   
associated   with   designating   the   Impact-Makers   To   Watch   honorees.   

Tips   for   a   Successful   Nomination   
Here   are   some   simple   tips   to   help   you   complete   a   successful   nomination:     

● Write   clear,   easily   understood   descriptions   of   the   nominee’s   work   and   anticipated   impact.   
● Answer   all   the   questions   and   prompts   to   ensure   a   complete   nomination.   
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● Use   correct   spelling   and   grammar.     
● Provide   concise   statements   that   will   resonate   with   civic   leaders   and   others   seeking   to   

understand   WHY   this   person   is   an   Impact-Maker   to   Watch.   
● Avoid   jargon   where   possible   so   a   general   audience   can   understand.   
● Submit   the   nomination   with   the   nomination   fee   in   advance   of   the   deadline   so   any   issues   can   be   

resolved   before   the   deadline.   

Successful   Nomination   Example   
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Nominator   First   Name   Lisa   

Nominator   Last   Name   Barlotti   

Nominator   Title   Executive   Director   

Nominator   Affiliation   RGB   Center   for   Social   Justice   

Nominator   Email   lb@rbgcsj.org   

Nominator   Phone   213-555-1234   

Nominee   First   Name   Katrina   

Nominee   Last   Name   Alba   

Nominee   Title  Director   of   Public   Policy   

Nominee   Affiliation   Ruth   Bader   Ginsburg   Center   for   Social   Justice   

Nominee   Email   ka@rbgcsj.org   

Nominee   Phone   626-555-4321   

NOMINATION   CATEGORY   

Job   Training/Workforce   Development   

LINK   TO   BIOGRAPHY   OR   LINKEDIN   

www.katrinaalba.com   

SUMMARY   NOMINATION   

Katrina   is   a   social   and   criminal   justice   prodigy.   Katrina   has   worked   on   reentry   policy   for   individuals   
returning   home   from   prison   with   Mayor   Johnson   and   she's   a   leading   member   of   the   University's   
Building   Neighborhoods   team   which   maps   how   much   the   Sheriff’s   Department   and   the   Police   
Department   spends   on   incarceration,   and   her   TEDx   Talk   on   Bail   Reform   has   over   100,000   views   as   it   
speaks   to   the   nightmare   the   criminal   justice   system   is.   Katrina   is   well   on   her   way   to   become   one   of   
the   most   exciting   young   change-makers   in   the   city   and   across   the   U.S.     



  

Terms   &   Conditions   
Nominations   cannot   be   submitted   without   acceptance   of   the   Terms   &   Conditions   below.   
IMPACT-MAKERS   TO   WATCH™,   IMPACT-MAKERS   TO   WATCH   AWARD™,    and   IMPACT-MAKERS   
TO   WATCH   2021™    are   trademarks   of   Stratiscope   for   purposes   of   conducting   the   2021   Impact-Makers   
To   Watch.   All   information,   materials,   functions,   logos,   and   other   content   contained   on   the   Stratiscope   
site   are   the   copyrighted   property   of   Stratiscope.   No   Stratiscope   trademark   or   copyrighted   material   may   
be   used,   reproduced,   transmitted,   distributed,   or   otherwise   exploited   in   any   way   without   the   express   
written   consent   from   Stratiscope.   Violators   will   be   fined   to   the   extent   allowed   by   law.   
  

Use   of   Impact-Makers   to   Watch   advertising   and   publicity:   
If   you   or   your   nominee   is   selected   as   an   Impact-Maker   to   Watch,   you   authorize   Stratiscope   to   
use   your   image   to   promote   the   Impact-Makers   to   Watch   list   and   events.   For   purposes   hereof,   the   term   
“use”   includes   but   is   not   limited   to   any   reproduction,   photograph,   illustration,   film,   video,   digital   
reproduction,   or   other   depiction   of   your   image   or   logo,   packaging,   and   trademark.   
  

Stratiscope’s   Rights   in   the   Trademarks:   
You   acknowledge   that   the   Impact-Makers   To   Watch   Trademark   is   the   exclusive   trademark   of   the   
Stratiscope   and   its   licensors.   You   agree   not   to   apply   for   or   obtain   registration   of   the   Trademarks   for   any   
goods   or   services   in   any   jurisdiction,   nor   use   the   Trademarks   or   any   name   or   mark   confusingly   similar   
to   the   Trademarks   as   a   company,   business,   trade,   or   brand   name   in   any   jurisdiction.   
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PAST   SUCCESS   

Katrina   has   received   recognition   for   her   efforts   from   the   Advancing   Social   Justice   Award-   an   award   
created   to   advance   research   that   focuses   on   issues   of   racial   justice   and   inequality.   
  

Katrina   successfully   completed   the   prestigious   Owens   Fellowship   which   gives   hands-on   working   
experience   in   the   Mayor’s   Office   for   exceptionally   promising   public   policy,   social   welfare,   and   urban   
planning   students.   
  

Katrina   was   invited   to   speak   at   TEDx   LA   presenting   a   powerful   and   highly   viewed   talk   on   the   need   for   
criminal   justice   reform.   

PROJECTED   PROJECTS   

Katrina   has   been   developing   a   research   model   that   integrates   surveys,   interviews,   and   immersive   
observation   to   build   a   data   set   that   will   guide   policy   makers   in   determining   resource   allocation   for   
individuals   making   a   life   outside   of   incarceration.     

IMPACT   FORECAST   

The   research   is   expected   to   impact   resource   allocation   to   a   pilot   project   focusing   on   an   initial   group   
of   1000   individuals   released   from   incarceration   in   the   coming   year.   Implications   from   a   successful   
pilot   will   impact   thousands   of   individuals   each   year.     



Privacy   Statement:   
Information   collected   for   the   nomination   process   will   not   be   shared   with   third   parties   without   your   
consent.   Information   will   be   made   available   to   the   IMTW   Steering   Committee   for   decision-making   
purposes.   Stratiscope   does   not   sell,   communicate,   or   divulge   your   information   to   any   mailing   lists.   
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